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Abstract—As cervical cancer is considered one of the leading causes of 
death for women globally, different screening techniques have emerged. As the 
Papanicolaou technique generates high numbers of false negatives due to only 
testing 20% of a sample, the liquid-based cytology technique was developed to 
test 100% of the sample and improve accuracy. However, as the larger sample 
size has made it difficult to detect the lesion images through a microscope, stud-
ies have looked for ways to intelligently analyze sample. The aim of this study 
is to develop an artificial intelligence image recognition system that detects the 
lesion level of cervical cancer of liquid-based Pap smears under the Bethesda 
classification of cancer (NILM/LSIL/HSIL/SCC). For this purpose, six activi-
ties were carried out: dataset selection, data augmentation, optimization, model 
development, evaluation and system construction. A dataset built from publicly 
available Pap smear images and passed through data augmentation algorithms 
generated a total of 2,676 images. Two models, ResNet50V2 and ResNet101V2, 
were developed under Deep Learning and Transfer Learning protocols. The eval-
uation showed that the ResNet50V2 model obtained better performance, where 
the classification of HSIL and SCC type images obtained a precision of 0.98 
and achieved an accuracy of 0.97. Finally, the system based on the ResNet50V2 
model was built and its performance was validated.

Keywords—cancer cervical, liquid-based cytology pap smear, deep learning, 
transfer learning, ResNet50V2, ResNet101V2

1 Introduction

Cervical cancer is a cellular alteration that originates in the epithelium of the cervix 
and initially manifests itself through precursor lesions that can slowly and progressivly 
evolve into cancer [1]. Studies during the period between 1974 and 1976 identified 
the mild, dysplastic lesions typical of Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) in the cervix as 
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a predominant risk factor for this cancer [2] and George Papanicolaou [3] proposed 
a method for early detection for their early detection. However, this method discards 
about 80% of the sample tissue, and high instances of false negatives occur when test-
ing the reamaining 20%. This motivated researchers to search for new techniques, such 
as liquid-based cytology (LBC), which uses 100% of the sample [4]. Currently, cervical 
cancer is considered the fourth most common female malignancy globally and rep-
resents a major global health challenge [5].

Concurrently, artificial intelligence (AI) has emerged as a facilitator of what is being 
called smart medicine. As such, many studies apply AI image processing techniques 
for cervical cancer detection. Among them, [6] looked to classify three types of cervi-
cal cancer images by applying Transfer Learning (TL) methodologies. [7][8] proposed 
a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture to classify images into two and 
seven classes. [9] applied image segmentation by building a SPFNet network to local-
ize cancer cells. However, most of these studies are focused on conventional Pap smear 
images [6][7][8] or the localization of cancer cells [9]. In the present study, a working 
approach is proposed for the development of a decision support tool that uses Deep 
Learning (DL) and TL to analyze images generated by the liquid-based Papanicolaou 
tests in order to aide specialists, specifically cytologist pathologist, in the diagnosis of 
cervical cancer.

2 Background

2.1 Deep Learning (DL) and Transfer Learning (TL)

DL, also known as deep neural networks, is a subset of machine learning that 
involves multiple layers of data as opposed to just one. These DL networks do not need 
to be programmed with specific criteria in order to define an item, as they can define 
items autonomously simply by being exposed to large amounts of training data [10]. 
CNNs belong to a class of DL models that are prominently used in computer vision. 
TL is an approach commonly used for the creation of CNNs. It facilitates transfer-
ring knowledge acquired through problem solving to solve subsequent problems [6]. In 
this study, two CNN models are used by applying ImageNet weights [11][12] with an 
ImageNet dataset composed of more than 14 million images.

2.2 Convolutional neural network (CNN) and Residual Network (ResNet)

In any neural network, the gradient of the error committed in each training instance 
must be transferred from the last to the first layers, through a process known as “back-
propagation”. This is how neural networks learn from their mistakes [13]. However, 
when such networks are very deep, the proportion of the error that is transmitted from 
one layer to another is incrementally smaller, requiring an enormous amount of train-
ing time. In some instances, the gradient becomes 0, meaning that, from that point 
on, the network will learn nothing. Faced with this problem, Microsoft Research [14] 
presented as an alternative solution: the “Residual Network” (ResNet) and this study 
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employed the two most widely studied residual CNN models, ResNet50V2 and 
ResNet101V2 [15], and compare their results.

Based on an innovative architecture, ResNet utilize the idea of splitting a layer into 
two branches, where one branch does nothing to the signal and the other branch pro-
cesses it as a typical layer would [16][17]. Figure 1 shows a fundamental block of 
the ResNet architecture where a hop connection is shown. In this block, there are two 
different paths. The first, is a vertical flow representing the conventional learning pro-
cess of a neural network, where the input “x”, the gradient, traverses the layers of the 
network during training. At each layer, “x” is multiplied by the layer weights and the 
activation function “ReLU” is applied to produce F(x), and at the end of the layer we 
would have H(x) = F(x) [10].

Fig. 1. Residual learning [10]

However, in ResNet there is a second alternate flow that occurs in parallel. In this 
second flow, on the right, a copy of the gradient input “x” is created and would be the 
identity matrix of “x”, and this value is connected directly to the layer output, where 
it is added to F(x), making H(x) now F(x) + x (Eq. 1). This prevents the gradient from 
disappearing after traversing layers, because the value of the input “x” is constantly 
being added. Furthermore, it ensures that a deep neural network will not have more 
error than a nondeep one [10].

 H x F x x( ) ( )� �  (1)

Thus:

 F x H x x( ) ( )� �  (2)

3 Related work

Different approaches have emerged in the literature that seek to detect cervical 
cancer by applying AI techniques, such as: CNNs [7], ML Algorithms [8], DL archi-
tectures [18], TL [6], among others. These techniques have been applied for four pur-
poses: (i) to “classify” the level of cervical cancer [6], (ii) to “extract features” from 
an image representing the level of cancer [19], (iii) to “segment images”, for example 
to separate those of the nucleus from those of the cytoplasm of a cancer cell [19], and  
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(iv) to “enhance” the images [20]. These studies have used images from different public 
datasets like SIPaKMeD [21], Herlev [22], Mendeley LBC [23] or from their own data-
set, and a majority have analyzed images from conventional Pap smears. A minority 
have analyzed LBC Pap smears.

Regarding the research related to the “classification” of cervical cancer using 
conventional Pap smear images, [6] having classified three types of cervical cancer 
images (Type 1/Type 2/Type 3) by applying TL and 3 DL architectures (InceptionV3, 
ResNet50 and VGG19), using the Kaggle dataset [24] and considering 5,278 images, 
where their best result occured with the InceptionV3 model that achieved an accuracy =  
96.1%. [7] proposed a CNN architecture with their own dataset consisting of 200 
images, conducting the “classification” in two stages: (i) identification of two types 
of cancer cells, normal and abnormal and (ii) identification of seven sets of classes 
of cancer images, with three sets of normal cancer images and four sets of abnormal 
cancer images. They achieved an accuracy of 89%. [8] proposed a hybrid approach 
based on the construction of a CNN and the application of a support vector machine 
(SVM), utilizing three kernel functions, Linear, Polynomial and Gaussian Radial Basis 
Function (RBF), and found their best accuracy result of 93.67% with the SVM and 
linear functions.

Regarding the works related to “feature extractions” for classification using images 
of conventional Papanicolaou tests, [18][10] applied SVM to extract the features and 
ResNet101 to train the model in order to classify seven types of classes, producing 
results with 100.0% and 92.0% accuracy in the training and testing phases, respec-
tively. Regarding the works that apply “image segmentation” to locate cervical cancer 
cells in liquid-based Papanicolaou test images, [9] proposed a network that applied a 
Series-parallel fusion network (SPFNet), and compared their results with other state-of-
the-art object detection algorithms. [25] applied a Mask Regional CNN (Mask R-CNN) 
to the Thammasat University Hospital dataset in order to detect and analyze the cervical 
cell nucleus, looking for normal and abnormal nuclear features.

Alternatively, there are studies that applied “segmentation”, “feature extraction” and 
“classification” of cervical cancer, using only images from conventional Papanicolaou 
tests and using the SIPaKMeD and Herlev datasets. Among them, studies performed 
“segmentation” of cancer cells to identify cell nuclei and cytoplasm using the iterative 
shape-based method [22], applying the K-Means algorithm [19] and the TE-DFO algo-
rithm [26]. For feature “extraction” they applied the Random Forest (RF) [19][22][27] 
and the SqueezeNet model [26]. And for cancer cell “classification” they use two public 
datasets, SIPaKMeD and Herlev, and apply various classifiers: LD (linear discriminant) 
[15][12], SVM [19][22], k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [19][22][27], boosted trees and 
bagged three [19][22], Logistic regression and Decision tree [27] and Extreme learning 
machine [26].

Finally, [20] applied Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform to “enhance” the 
images of the Herlev dataset, and then classified them into four classes using the DL 
Resnet18 architecture.
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4 Proposed approach

This study’s automatic cervical cancer detection system is based on DL mechanisms 
and a TL methodology. The workflow (Figure 2) starts with the choice of the public 
dataset of LBC images of Pap smears from the Mendeley LBC [23]. An algorithm 
developed with Keras increased the number of images in this dataset to 2,376. Then, 
two pre-installed CNN models (ResNet50V2 and ResNet101V2) were selected. At this 
stage, hyperparameters were defined to adapt these models to the present study. The 
training and validation of these models was performed considering 80% of the dataset 
and the remaining 20% for testing, with metrics defined to evaluate the performance of 
each model and select one for the development of the expert system.

Fig. 2. Conceptualization of the proposed approach

4.1 Dataset

Public data from the Mendeley LBC dataset [23] containing 963 images of LBC 
specimens from Pap smears from a study of 460 patients were used (Table 1). These 
images represent the sub-categories of cervical lesions (malignant and pre-malignant) 
that follow the Bethesda System standard: Negative for Intraepithelial lesion or malig-
nancy (NILM), Low-grade intraepithelial lesions (LSIL), High-grade intraepithelial 
lesions (HSIL) and Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC). Figure 3 shows the 4 types of 
images by type of carcinoma according to LBC Pap smears: NILM, LSIL, HSIL and 
SCC.

NILM LSIL HSIL SCC

Fig. 3. Sample of the 4 types of images from the Mendeley LBC dataset [23]

4.2 Image augmentation

Since the Mendeley LBC dataset contains a relatively small quantity of images and 
the number of images per class is not balanced, data augmentation was performed with 
the ImageDataGenerator class in Keras [28]. Table 1 shows the number of images 
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per class, where it is observed that the “SCC” class of the Mendeley dataset has few 
images (74) compared to the rest.

Table 1. New dataset of LBC cervical cancer images

Category Class Dataset Mendeley LBC Data Augmentation New Dataset

NILM 1 613 35 648

LSIL 2 163 402 565

HSIL 3 113 500 613

SCC 4 74 476 550

963 1,413 2,376

A python code was developed for the four image classes augmentation with Image-
DataGenerator, the parameters used and their values are described in Table 2. After 
applying the data enhancement code to all the images in the four image categories, a 
new dataset of 2,376 images was generated.

Table 2. Parameters used with ImageDataGenerator

Parameters Value Description

rotation_range 45 Random image rotation between 0 and 45 degrees

width_shift_range 0.2 Image displacement along X-axis by 20%

height_shift_range 0.2 Image displacement along Y-axis by 20%

shear_range 0.2 Shear the image by 20%

zoom_range 0.2 Zoom-in and zoom-out by 20%.

horizontal_flip true For mirror reflection

fill_mode reflect When the image is shifted by 20%, there is some space left over. 
The “reflect” method will fill the area with the image reflection.

4.3 ResNet model optimization

As this study used the TL [6] methodology, previously trained weights from 
ImageNet were taken for the training of both models [11]. For this, the layers corre-
sponding to the classification were disabled and the ImageNet weights were loaded 
to the rest of the layers. This intends to only train those layers used in the classifica-
tion, so that they learn to detect the four classes of lesions and reduce the time spent 
on training. The training was carried out using the 2,376 images of the dataset, using 
different hyperparameter adjustment techniques, varying the learning rate, the number 
of epochs, and the activation functions, while, as will be explained below, adding new 
layers to the models.

The ResNet50V2 model was modified by disabling the Average Pooling operation 
and all the layers corresponding to the classification section (Figure 4). This modifica-
tion looks to add more layers that fit the classification of the type of image considered 
for this study. As shown, the first layer added to the network is the “Flatten” layer 
that resizes of the layers by flattening them. Subsequently, 3 more layers were added: 
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“Dense” with ReLU activation function, in order to avoid the problem of overfitting, 
“Dropout” and “Gaussian Noise” which have a regularizing function that occurs during 
training. Additionally, it was observed that the dimensionality of the outputs decreases 
with the use of the “Dense” layer. Finally, a “Dense” layer with the softmax activation 
function was added, used for the output of the four neurons that correspond to the four 
classes of lesion images.

Fig. 4. Matching the ResNet50V2 architecture with tensorflow

For compilation of the ResNet50V2 and ResNet101V2 models the following param-
eters were used. The “optimizer” parameter employed is of the Adam type, designed to 
adjust the learning rate to the network requirements. The “learning rate” of the model 
is used to control the learning steps (1e-4). For “loss function” a sparse_categorical_
crossentropy was determined best to classify the four classes of images. “Performance 
metric” was set to accuracy. A batch_size of 256 samples was used, that had a total of 
50 epochs as a maximum for the whole training, and Early Stopping with Patience 
equal to 12 so that the training stops at the most optimal number of epochs, and where 
the highest accuracy is found, in order to conserve resources and avoid overfitting of 
the model.

Figure 5 shows the Python code developed to train the ResNet50V2 model, where 
the first step looked to initialize the variables dimensions, number of images and learn-
ing rate.
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Fig. 5. ResNet50V2 training steps

The initialization of the CNN was performed, where the variable resnet_model 
was instantiated with the pre-trained ResNet50V2 model, the Imagenet weights were 
applied, and the last fully connected layers were deactivated. In steps 2 and 3, the model 
was built by adding additional layers and activation functions, in order to classify the 
four types of images. In step 4, the model was compiled with the defined parameters 
and included a printed summary of the results. At this point a determination is made 
as to whether the training is improving. If there is no improvement, Early Stopping 
was applied as step 5, so that the training stops at the most optimal number of epochs. 
Finally, the model was trained with step 6. The ResNet101V2 model training process 
was executed the same way. The names of the models were changed to ResNet50V2* 
and ResNet101V2*, with the serving differentiate this study’s optimized models from 
the original CNN models. The experiment was conducted in a Keras 2.2.4 environment 
with Tensorflow 2.0 and Theano 1.0 backend. Due to the extensive CPU capacities for 
the training of both models, the services of Google Colab were used.
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5 Results and discussion

5.1 Evaluation metrics

Different classification metrics evaluate the performance of the pre-trained models 
such as: Precision (Eq. 3), Recall (Eq. 4), F1 Score (Eq. 5) and Accuracy (Eq. 6).

 Precision TP
TP FP

=
+

�
��

 (3)

 Recall TP
TP FN

=
+

�
��

 (4)

 F score TP
TP FP FN

1 2
2

�
� �

 (5)

 Accuracy TP TN Number of Correct Classified Image
TP TN FP FN

�
�
� � �
( )

(NNumber of All Images)
 (6)

Where,

– TP (True positives): Images of cervical dysplasia correctly classified.
– TN (True negatives): Images of cervical non-dysplasia correctly classified.
– FP (False positives): Images of cervical dysplasia incorrectly classified.
– FN (False negatives): Images of cervical non-dysplasia incorrectly classified.

The “precision” or true negative rate (TN rate) is the proportion of true negatives that 
are expected to be negative. The recall or true positive rate (TP rate) is the proportion of 
true positives predicted to be positive. The “F1score” helps compare the performance 
of the two classifiers, representing a widely used measure of balance calculation for 
unbalanced data sets. The “accuracy” expresses the overall efficiency in image classi-
fication accuracy [29][30].

5.2 Training results

As the Pareto principle was used to separate the training and validation images, 80% 
of the images were used for training and validation and the remaining 20% were used 
for testing. The results for “accuracy” in the training and validation for ResNet50V2* 
(Figure 6a) presented an average of 100% and 95.78% in the training and validation 
phases, respectively. Furthermore, it is observed that from epoch 8 onwards, there 
is uniformity in the validation stage. The “loss” in training and validation decreased 
slightly as the epochs progressed, reaching the end of training with a loss equal to zero 
(Figure 6b). Similarly, in the ResNet101V2* model, from epoch 15, there is a unifor-
mity in the validation (Figure 6c). As well, the “loss” in the training and validation in 
the ResNet101V2* model decreased slightly as the epochs progressed, reaching the end 
of training with a “loss” equal to zero (Figure 6d).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Accuracy and loss in training and validation with RestNet50V2* and ResNet101V2*

Testing was performed with the four image classes and the confusion matrices of the 
ResNet50V2* and ResNet101V2* (Figure 7) model were obtained. Table 3 shows a 
summary of the number of correct and incorrect predictions of the four types of images 
made by each model.
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ResNet50V2* ResNet101V2*

Fig. 7. Confusion matrix

Table 3. Number of correct and incorrect predictions with ResNet50V2* and ResNet101V2*

Network Image Type Correct Predictions Incorrect Predictions Total

ResNet50V2*

NILM 64 2 66

LSIL 57 0 57

HSIL 60 2 62

SCC 51 4 55

ResNet101V2*

NILM 64 2 66

LSIL 55 2 57

HSIL 59 3 62

SCC 50 5 55

Based on the data obtained from the confusion matrices, Eq. (3), Eq. (4), Eq. (5) 
and Eq. (6) were applied to generate the respective metrics of Resnet50V2* and 
ResNet101V2* (see Figure 8).

ResNet50V2* ResNet101V2*

Fig. 8. Parameters of evaluation with Python

Table 4 shows the summary of the metrics obtained by each model. The optimized 
ResNet50V2* model showed the highest accuracy of 0.98 for the HSIL (High-grade 
intraepithelial lesions) and SCC (Squamous cell carcinoma) images. Its best true 
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positive rate of 1.0 was found with the LSIL (Low-grade intraepithelial lesions) images. 
A better balance between accuracy and Recall, 0.98, was found with the and HSIL 
images. The optimized ResNet101V2* model achieved the best accuracy, 1.00, for the 
HSIL images. The best true positive rate, 0.97, was found for the NILM (Negative for 
Intraepithelial lesion or malignancy) images. And the best balance between accuracy 
and Recall, 0.98, was found for the HSIL images. The two models showed good accu-
racy in classifying the four types of cervical cancer images, with better accuracy, 0.97 
found with the optimized ResNet50V2* model.

Table 4. Summary of metrics obtained with the optimized models by image type

Image Type
ResNet50V2* ResNet101V2*

Precision Recall F1 Score Precision Recall F1 Score

NILM 0.94 0.97 0.96 0.91 0.97 0.94

LSIL 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.96 0.94

HSIL 0.98 0.97 0.98 1.00 0.95 0.98

SCC 0.98 0.93 0.95 0.98 0.91 0.94

Accuracy 0.97 0.95

5.3 Comparison with other studies

Table 5 compares this study’s two optimized models with recent literature approaches 
for artificial intelligence image classification for different classes of cervical cancer. 
Almost all the studies focused on cervical cancer image classification based on conven-
tional smears, with one study found [25] that focused on LBC, but had the least amount 
of image samples, only detected two classes, and achieved a sub-.90 accuracy. In terms 
of sample size, the study with the most image samples [6], was based on conventional 
smears, and designed to detect three classes, ultimately achieving an accuracy similar 
to this study.

Table 5. Existing studies ordered by test and then accuracy

AI Methods Image Type Accuracy Classes Samples

ResNet50V2* LBC 0.97 4 2,376

ResNet101V2* LBC 0.95 4 2,376

Mask R-CNN [25] LBC 0.89 2 178

InceptionV3 [6] Conventional smears 0.96 3  5,278

RF [27] Conventional smears 0.95 7 917

CNN and SVM [8] Conventional smears 0.94 2 652

ML algorithms [22] Conventional smears 0.94 5 917

CNN [7] Conventional smears 0.89 3 200

ML algorithms [19] Conventional smears 0.82 7 917
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5.4 Expert system development

For the development of the expert system, the optimized ResNet model with the best 
performance was employed: ResNet50V2*. Figure 9 shows the integrated architecture 
of the proposed web system, with the technologies used, user types (administrator, doc-
tor and director) as well as the functionality of the system consisting of management, 
diagnostic and report modules.

Fig. 9. Approach integration architecture

For the validation of the expert system, images from six patients from a specialized 
cancer institution located in Peru were analyzed. The data sample consisted of six LBC 
images of Papanicolaou tests (Figure 10), with diagnoses performed by a cytologist- 
pathologist expert. The expert diagnosis of the images was HSIL, and the system was 
validated as it also generated the same HSIL diagnosis for the same six images.

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5 Image 6

Fig. 10. Sample of Papanicolaou LBC images of 6 patients

6 Conclusions

An approach to build an automatic cervical cancer detection system based on image 
processing of LBC Pap smear tests was proposed. The proposal was developed based 
on DL mechanisms and TL methodology. A dataset was constructed based on a public 
Mendeley LBC dataset, divided into 4 classes of precancerous and cancerous cervical 
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cancer lesions: NILM, LSIL, HSIL and SCC. Based on this dataset, data augmentation 
algorithms were developed to obtain a total of 2,376 images. The TL methodology was 
applied by building 2 pre-trained DL models (ResNet50V2* and ResNet101V2*) using 
Tensorflow and Keras tools, and optimizing each model by defining hyperparameters. 
The application of the Early Stopping hyperparameter helped reduce execution time 
and resource consumption, while preventing overfitting of the models. For the eval-
uation of each optimized model, 4 metrics were adopted: Precision, Recall, F1-Score 
and Accuracy. Regarding the performance of the ResNet50V2* model, it achieved 
better accuracy for the HSIL and SCC images and a better true positive rate for the 
LSIL images. The ResNet101V2* model obtained better precision for the HSIL images 
and a better balance between presision and Recall for the HSIL images. ResNet50V2* 
obtained best performance overall in the study and when compared with previous 
research. A system based on the ResNet50V2* model was built and validated, demon-
strating a helpful automated system to aide doctors in diagnosing cervical cancer.
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